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FOTO
BRAND

D.S. & DURGA was founded by David & Kavi Moltz. We started from 
scratch and did it our way (more Sid than Sinatra). We were pioneers in 
the DIY Brooklyn movement and began by turning things we loved into 
scented stories of cowboys, open terrain, Russian novel characters, 
and folk songs - all packed into handstamped boxes in our Bushwick 
apartment. Attention to detail and the importance of human hands are 
are still vital to our process today.

D.S. & DURGA is one of the only fragrance brands whose perfumer sits 
at the helm. Our scents evolve from carefully crafted narratives for a 
sensory experience that extends beyond just smell. Each perfume has 
stories, photos, films, and playlists.

Kavi approaches her work like the architect she was trained to be. 
Thinking in angles, light, shadow, and texture, Durga seeks clarity in 
form and function. She builds buildings for our scents, cities for our 
universe.

D.S. taught himself how to make perfume by completely immersing 
himself in all things fragrant. He is dedicated to translating musical and 
literary spaces into scent. Each fragrance is conceived and construct- 
ed by D.S. exclusively. Our perfumes are all made in New York City - 
fragrances formulated in Brooklyn, bottles filled in the Bronx.

D.S. & DURGA AIMS TO CREATE FRAGRANCES THAT LIVE ON THE 
LEVEL OF GREAT MUSIC, PAINTING, AND LITERATURE. A PERFUME 
IS A WORLD YOU CAN RETURN TO OVER AND OVER AGAIN — 
A KEYHOLE INTO FAR OFF PLACES — MATERIAL AND IMAGINARY.
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D.S. & DURGA was founded by David & Kavi Moltz.

“We started from scratch and did it our way (more Sid than Sinatra). We were 

pioneers in the DIY Brooklyn movement and began by turning things we loved 

into scented stories of cowboys, open terrain, Russian novel characters, and 

folk songs - all packed into handstamped boxes in our Bushwick apartment. 

Attention to detail and the importance of human hands are are still vital to our 

process today”.

D.S. & DURGA is one of the only fragrance brands whose perfumer sits at 

the helm. Our scents evolve from carefully crafted narratives for a sensory 

experience that extends beyond just smell. Each perfume has stories, 

photos, films, and playlists. Kavi approaches her work like the architect 

she was trained to be. Thinking in angles, light, shadow, and texture, Durga 

seeks clarity in form and function. She builds buildings for our scents, cities 

for our universe.

D.S. taught himself how to make perfume by completely immersing 

himself in all things fragrant. He is dedicated to translating musical and 

literary spaces into scent. Each fragrance is conceived and constructed by 

D.S. exclusively. Our perfumes are all made in New York City - fragrances 

formulated in Brooklyn, bottles filled in the Bronx.

D.S. & DURGA aims to create fragrances that live on the level of great music, 

painting, and literature. a perfume is a world you can return to over and over 

again — a keyhole into far off places — material and imaginary.
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Rainwater in eucalyptus groves off Highway 1. A fragrance 

drawn from epic California coastal drives: top down, 

motorway boogie, winds whipping around each corner. 

Jaw-dropping bridges, tiny beaches, and stoic mountains 

loom in the land of seekers, songsters, and mystics. 

BIG SUR
AFTER RAIN

TOP NOTES
Coastal Rain, Eucalyptus 

Shoot
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Magnolia, Pacific Spray

BASE NOTES
Eucalyptus Leaf, Wet 

Wood
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SIZE PRODUCTSPACKAGING

DS&DURGA| BIG SUR AFTER RAIN

300 ml / 10,14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z

30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube*

30 g / 1,05 oz SOAPPaper Box*

* available on request


